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ABSTRA,CT

Every yeal more and more African students come to study at the

universities in Canada. They ofrben come to Canada because the

programs they want are not offered at their own universities back

home.

Currently there are approximately 200 Africans students at the

University of Manitoba. The majority of these students come from

communities whele the norm is to rely on family in times of

hardships. Ilowever, when they come to Canada, they are exposed to

new and different cultulal values. As a result these students usually

face immense social adjustment ploblems because their families who

usually plovide suppolt are absent.

To lespond to a perceived need for a suppolt system for African

students, a support and personal growth group inter.vention v¡as

employed by a fellow Af ican student. The aim of this interwention was

to provide: (1) altelnate forms of support and social ties for missing

relationships; (2) assistance to members to overcome difficulties in

cultulal adjustment and other ploblems which cor¡Id interfere with

theil academic work.
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Preventive efforts took the form of suppoltive and problem solving

techniques in which eleven African students at the university of

Manitoba participated in self - explolatory g¡oup to better understand

their personal situation. Such a model seemed to be more in line with

AÊ'ican students values related to education and learning.

Members of the gloup fir'st discovered that there are other African

students who are going thlough similar. adjustment problems that all

ale ex¡reliencing the gloup plovided a vehicle for meeting other People

with whom they discussed and shared theil pr.oblems.

Thlough this g'oup interwention, the participating students in the group

came to realize that there is a need for the International Center for

Students and the Univetsity Counseling Serwice to change their

techniques, so that progt'ams in these units are designed to reach

Añ'ican students. The design of support programs for AÊ.ican students

should also involve the Afr'ican Students Association on Campus.
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CÍIAPTER 1

IN¡ITRODUCTION

OVERVIEW AND RATIONALE OFPRACTICUM

There has been an overwhelming flow of students fi'om the so- called "thild-

wolld" countries to Canadian univelsities in recent years, despite the differ-

ential fees imposed by many u¡ivelsities in Canada. Unfortunately, there

has been a genelal failure on the part of university administratot's and

cor¡nselors to addless the process of adjustment for these individuals (CBIE

1992). This neglect often fi'ustrates their educational efforts and potential.

Further', it is not quite known whether the usual helping techniques which

may be applied to these individuals in their host r¡nivelsities, based on the

hosts'cultulal beliefs and plactices would be r.eadily effective with these

students.

Although it is generally agreed that social and emotional problems exist in all

cultures, many "expelts" challenge the belief that ther.e exist universal,

professional helping methods which can effectively deal witÀ problems among

all people ilrespective of their social ol cr¡Itur.al bacþr.ound, much in the same

way Aspirin relieves headaches ( Pedelson 1991, Wohl 1981).

Counseling has been said to "represent a technological intervention developed

in western societies as a response to westeln ploblems" (Pande 1968). Wohl
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argues thât this technique has a high risk of being rejected by non-western-

els. He is skeptical about this plocess of being able to effectively address

their problems without it undergoing drastic change. He argues that unlike

othel tech¡ologies which have been successfi;-lly exchanged between cultures,

counseling con-fr'onts and arouses the fi¡ldem ental personal attitudes, values,

feelings, beliefs and standards about the conduct oflife and inten'elationships

of people. Lambo (1974) also indicates that western helping techniques

cannot be effectively applied in A-ûican societies and that if they were applied

they would have to undergo such a dlastic change that it would render

them barely lecognizable to the western practitioner obserwing them. In his

study with Amelican Indians, Naki (1975) describes western psychothelapy

as being suitable only fol those highly westelnized American Indians, and

this is how this process can be described with Africans. My own ex¡relience

as an African now studying in Canada, would indeed testify to the tluth of

these beliefs. It is necessary for counseling technique as it is known in west-

et'n societies to be modified in order to fit clients from African societies. I
agree with Dlagun (1975) who views counseling as a means of helping alien-

ated pelsons to leturn to a better societal pat'ticipation and functioning. This

position cleally highlights the cultulal focus of this plocess.

Although there are signiñcant cultural differences among the African na-

tions, one thing that is common is the importance of the family. In fact, one

could algue that to leally understand Af icans one must know and

undelstand their family relationships. It is tlue that the family in Afi.ica, as

in other continents, is undergoing some changes, but these changes are not
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towards western nolms, but rather towards the creation of new African

patterns.

In these new patterns, old patterns and the nes' ones are blended into more

functional forms. What has remained the same, however, despite these

changes is that Africans are probably still more family oriented than the

majority of societies. As Anthony Barker eloquently stated:

"The Af ican cultulal helitage enshrines a broader,
more noble concept of family than that of the west.
The extended family has proved a man¡elous secur.ity
for those whom otherwise there was no security at all.
The extended family is a net [big] enough to gather the
child who falls fi.om the feeble contrnl of neglectfi:I parents,
it receives the widow, tolelates the batty, gives status
to glannies. " (Barker. 1973)

In modeln, industrial, westeln societies thele are government and commu-

nity agencies to which an individual or a family can tuln to for assistance. In
Afi'ican countries, an individual's needs are met by the applopriate lelatives

(extended family) to whom he/she in tur.n has duties and obligations. These

lelatives play an important role in the tr.aining and socialization of childr.en.

The young childlen spend many of their early years with their gr.andpar.ents

where they are taught not only skills but also traditional lore and values.

In the communities the elderþ have status and are greatly lespected, for

they are repositories of lore and wisdom. AIso, in a society wher.e the dead are

presL med to influence the lives and fortules of the living, the old people are

on their way to become ancestlal spir.its, and as such, they ar.e impoltant link
between the living and the dead.
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Most Africans, like North Amer.ican Indians rely on family in times of hard-

sbip. Whether an individual should or. should not see a healer./helper, for

example- and if so which one- is a decision which is usually made collectively

by the family members. An individual is not, free to make immediate

decisions concerning his/hel fate. This usually causes some irritation on the

part of practitionels who ale not familiar with the African cultu¡es when a

client decli¡es help until he/she has, discussed the matter with the family

members. This is because these people often see their problems, whether

emotional, pelsonal or physical, as a threat to the whole broader social

netwolk. As a result they insist on the kind of problem solving mechanism

which embraces the whole family system. In this way, it is similar. to the

westeln family therapy where intervention usually embr.aces the whole

family. Like "African therapies", the family-centered therapy has been

defined as a model of thelapy which locates the family in the center of the

unit of attention. It glows out of the basic plemise that human beings can be

undelstood and helped only in the context of the intimate and powerful

system of which they ale a part. While in western therapy the ',family,'

usually means the nuclear family, for Añ'icans this means the whole extended

family.

Typically, Aflican people having problems seek out a helper (healer) and go

to him./hel much as one goes to the western practitioner. Like in western

thelapy the goal of the intelwention is to modifu or remove the ploblem. The

helpel may assist in identifying the cause of the problem and also in imple-

menting change based on the expected norms. However the healing lituals
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genelally include the whole family of the client and sometimes even the

lalger commr:nity. In other words, help in African context has an inte-

glative firlction not for¡nd in western approaches. Thus, A-û.ican approaches

serve to reaffirm the social and cultwal bonds among participants, as they

unite in seeking harmony with natule, and for them, this is the true meaning

of health and happiness. The close link that exists between the everyday

wolld and that of the departed ancestors makes Afr.ican culture very

different fi'om that of the western cor¡ntlies. Recour.se to a supernaiural

in times of hardship ( through the healers ) - whether the advice is good

or bad, trrre or false - usually relieves tension and provides the psy-

chological release which comes û'om the conviction that a decision is in
tune with the wishes of supernatulal forces, that it has the blessing of

the spirits.

The majority of African students in Canadian Univer.sities come fi'om com-

munities where the norm is to rely on family as we have seen, but when they

come to Canada, they are exposed to new and different values. As a result,

they usually face immense problems in social and cultural adjustment, and

they may face financial hardships, academic problems, discrimination and

othel problems while they are in Canada away from their. families who

usually provide support. As Kealey has r.,ealized;

"People with well developed intelpersonal skills place
a high value on the people in their lives. In moving to
a foreign culture, they are cut off fi'om their. fr.iends and
families lin Añ{ca] and are r¡nknown in their new
environ m ent. They experience accultulative stress
fi'om both a sense of loss of the old and familiar. and
a confrontation with the new and unfamiliar'."
(Kealey 1990).
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Indeed my discussions with a group of A-fr.ican students confir.med that this

group shales special experiences because they are international students

û'om Afi'ica, now living in a foreign land. The discussion also con-firmed

that the "cultule-shock" experienced by these str.rdents under these cir-

cumstances cân cause r¡¡bearable stress. Back home they usually look to
the family for support and help in times of stress, however., they lack

this resoulce in their new environment.

What this argument points to is that the specific form that intervention fol

Af ican students takes must harnonize with their broader cultulal ethos. It
should not violate those implicit values and pr.esuppositions that constitute

these people's world views. Based on the above argu:nent one concludes that

western methods of intervention cannot be directly applied to Africans.

Neveltheless, there is a need amongst African students in Canadian

Univelsities fol some kind of intervention which is relevant and which will

help them to deal with the stless and problems associated with living in a

foreign envilonment.

It is therefore necessary to cleate some form of compensatory mechanism to

combat this loss of relationships and stability. Even though these students

are not familiar with tladitional westeln interventions as indicated, I believe

that some western thelapy models such as network therapy, supportive and

educational gloup models, if modified to fit theil cr¡ltulal needs, have some

applicability to Afican students in Canadian universities.
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The general goals of this practicum therefore are:

1. To identify and examine the issues of concerns among Af ican
international students,

2. To develop and implement a group intervention to assist African
students at the University of Manitoba in developing an
increased âwareness of problems faced by theil gr oup at the
university, and to realize some ways to better cope with life while
they are in Canada.

The main goal for the gloup as a whole was to discuss and talk about the

feelings of extreme loneliness and isolation that students have been feeling

since they came to Canada, with people who are also experiencing similar

problems and feelings, and to úry to find some solutions together.. The

individual goal for each of the gloup members \¡/as generally to find better

ways of coping while they were in Canada so that they would be able to

concentrate on their academic work.

As was mentioned eallier, there is a loss of significant persons in these

people's lives. They are coping with the loss of, among other things, family,

fi'iends, homeland and native language. The aim of this group in-

terwention therefore was also to compensate for. these missing relationships,

and to assist the gloup members in ovelcoming difficulties in cultur.al ad-

justment and other problems which interferred with their academic work.

The objective was for this gloup intervention t¿ serve as an "anchor" against

loneliness and confusion, with the worker as a monitor and a facilitator of le-

lationships among members. The content of the group was generally deter.-

mined by the woLker, especially at the beginning, but the dilection that
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each session took was directed by the group members, who assisted and

supported each other the tlu'ough sharìng of ideas and ways of constnrctively

dealing with barriers to better, healthiel adaptation and adjustment. The

intelvention was also aimed at giving members a chance to share their

concerns, feelings, expectations and coping skills with others like

themselves. Finally, this group interwention was also aimed at gathering

data and finding effective ways that can be used in future to help and to

improve life for incoming Af ican students:at the University of Manitoba and

to minimize the adjustment problems which this group goes tlu'ough upon

arrival and duling their stay in this new environment.

A support and personal-g'owth intelvention was employed with this gloup.

This approach was intended to offel support which would help A-t'ican stu-

dents function better on an intelpelsonal level while they were in Canada.

With this approach palticipants genelally shaped the dilection of the group

process by identifying the subjects of concern for them as Af ican students

at the University of Manitoba, and by attempting to collectively find

solutions.

This group process was chosen âs a means of interwention in this case be-

cause it mimics the reality of students' experiences. The group was

composed of people with diffelent personalities who shared common

problems. Therefore, what was learned in the gloup sessions was easily

transfelred to real life situations. Papell and Rothman (1980) view

different personalities and experiences as sources of stlength and

lesources for both the individual and the gr oup. They argue that group
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intelvention provides a testing glound by which the members can

expelience the l'ealities and consequences of individual diffelences.

The rationale for choosing African students for this intervention was that

this gloup was very vulnerable because it was comprised of members

who were living in a foleign land, with different cultural values and

norms. They were also lacking in personal and social support. My

familiarity with this group, being an African student myself, was also

another reason for choosing this group. Since I have had direct expelience

with some of the problems they were facing, it was easier for me to identiff

with them and with their problems.

Following this overwiew chapter, the pr.acticum report will begin with an

examination of the l'esearch literature concerning inter.national students in

the Canadian and United States Universities, and also the theories which

have been applied to help these students in their host countries. The thild

chapter will discuss and desclibe individual group member.s and theil

feelings about life in Canada. Next, the report will examine how and why

group work intervention is an important and appropriate method for

working with students fi'om Añ'ican countries, who ar.e not familiar with

western techniques. In chapter frve, a brief description of the context is

plovided. In addition, the description of the intervention model, the

evaluation design and measures will be described, and the scores and

responses on the ple-test and post-test will be discussed. The sixth chapter.

will discuss the gloup plocess, which indicates the stages of development.

Chapter seven wiII deal with counseling and gr.oup work fi-om an Afi.ican
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pelspective. It will also indicate the diffelences between the home cultural

beliefs and values and those ofthe host country and how these diffelences

may make adjustment more difficult. This Chapter will also discuss the

common outcomes of the group as a whole. Finally, chapter. eight will

show general observations based on the outcome of the intel'vention and

how this interwention became a learning experience for the worker. It will

also cover the conclusions which wele drawn based on this experience,

and it will provide some I'ecommendations for future interventions, and

suggestions for helping Af ican students at the University of Manitoba.
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CIIAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The numbel of international students in Canadian Universities is now esti-

mated at over 23,000, or \Vo of the total full time University enrollment

(CBIE 1989). International students are individuals temporarily in Canada ,

enrolled in a University for the pulpose of pulsuing a coul'se of study. They

are therefore expected to return to their. own countries upon completion of

their study plograms (Ingr am 1985).

Studies which have been done on inter.national students' adaptation in

Canada (Micl<le 1985 and CBIE 1988) have found that for.these individuals,

adapting to Canada is a painful process. Fol example, in the 1988 surwey of

international students in Canada by CBIE, 32Vo of the respondents reported

having encounúeled " considelable difficulties" in their first year.in Canada.

According to the authors, these students generally believed that their first

few months in Canada wele important to their later adjustment to the coun-

hy. In addition, the students who had orientation arr.anged for them on ar-

rival believed that orientation programs for international students offered

by the Universities are very important and that both participation in these

programs and their relevance for the international students could be substan-

tially improved.
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When asked to rate different factors by the extent to which they had been a

problem for them, loneliness came as the factor which presented the most

severe problem for these individuals (CBIE 1988). These observations sug-

gest that there is a large and growing population in Canadian Univelsities

with unique social and cultural status which undergoes severe adjustment

problems upon arlival and during its stay in Canadian Universities. It also

suggests this population requires some altention to assist with these

difficulties. Upon entering Canada, international students are exposed to

new, and for most part different, societal values. As a result some of them

have been for¡nd to experience severe adjustment problems.

One of the University administlators' basic assumptions seems to be that in-

ternational students constitute a homogeneous population and that what

applies fol one will apply for all (CBIE 1986). They seem to believe that "a

student is a student" and l'efuse to differ.entiate between those from western

cultures and those from non- westeln societies, because they fear that this

might be seen âs discrimination. As a result, much effort and literature on

the adjustment of foleigners in Canada is dil.ected towar.ds helping

immigrants to assimilate and become mole like the members of the host

country (Wolfgang 1975, Samuda and Wolfgang 1985). However, unlike

immigrants, international students see their pr.esence in Canada as only

temporary and do not want to be assimilated into it. As a r.esult ther.e is little

literature on these international students who need to adjust in Canada

temporarily, but who ale planning to letur.n to theil own countlies afbet a

few years. In addition, whatever little literatule there is on international

students is usually developed û'om pet.spectives other than those ofthe
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students themselves. Very few inter.national students have written about

their experiences in Canada.

As Spradley and Phillips (19?2) realized, even though international stu-

dents come fi'om widely divelse bacþrnunds, they âl'e usually expected to ad-

just to a narrowly defined set of behaviors, requiring them to learn their.new

and proper roles very rapidly. That is, international students ale an example

of a population that must learn a wide range of culturally defined and unfa-

miliar roles in a very short time and under conditions of considerable stress.

They must suddenly acquile skills that a petson born in the countty learns

ovel a life-time (Pedelsen 1991).

Pedersen (1981) suggests that the greater the differences in customs, values

and life styles between the host country and the country ofoligin, the greatel

the adjustment problems, that is, since the A-fiican accustomed values diffel'

so significantly from those ofthe Canadian, they experience a consider.able

degree of cultu-r'e shock. This is because their accultulation requires new

skills in both formal and informal relationships. As a lesult one would expect

fewer adjustment problems from a "western" foleign student, (i.e. someone

from Eurnpe), studying in Canada than fi.om a student from Afi'ica.

Research on international students in the United states indicates: (1) that

many of these students ñ'om Af ica and Asia do not adapt to American life;

(2) that many do not engage in any meaningfir-l participation in American

society, some even return home without having attained their academic

plogl'ams (Pedelsen 1991 and Sue 1981). In addition, according to Pedersen
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(1982), students Íì'om Af ica and Asia typically seek counseling -if they do

at all- only afber other resources have been exhausted. They seem to believe

that counseling would result in a loss of status, therefole they rely more on

fellow nationals for assistance.

In their study of 2,536 University students from eleven countlies,

Klineberg and Hull (1979) for.¡nd that there was a striking variation fi'om one

country to another in the pattelns of difficulties encountered. These findings

indicate that the practice of clusteling all international students undel the

same rubric is not very helpful. In fact, the gleater the cultural differences

between a student and his/her host culture, the greatel the likelihood that

misundelstandings will occur'. Othel studies (e.g. Ingram 1985) indicate that

international students from other western, industrialized countries tend to

socialize more with Canadians than students from non-westeln ol less in-

dustrialized countries.

Alexander, Klein, Workneh and Miller'(1985) found that a vast majority of

non-westeln students feel vulnerable during much of their stay in westeln

countries. They point out that in addition to suffering culture shock when

dealing with external mattels such as different food, climate, language and

mannerism (communication styles), these students also have to face intense

academic pressures, loneliness and prejudice. Not only do they face all

these pressules, but they also lose cultural and personal structures while

they are separated from their homes and families.
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Alexandel et al (1981) also claim that they have found gloup therapies to

have little or no therapeutic impact on for.eign students and that most of

these students find these therapies demeaning and undigniñed. The author.s

further argue that because of these students' reluctance to shale problems

with strangels, g'oup therapies prove to be problematic for them.

Thel'e is, however', some controversy ovet whethel international students

experience mole ploblems in their host countries than the native-boln stu-

dents. Alexander et al (1981) describe international students as a high risk

gt'oup with mole adjustment ploblems. However., Klineberg (1982) believes

that this may be an exaggeration. Through this intelvention with Afi.ican

students, it became evident that most of the problems that these Afi.ican

students encounter in Canada are due to the fact that they ale international

students fi'om a diffel'ent culture and these problems wele not encounter.ed

when the students wele at the universities back home. In addition, Klinebelg

and HuIl (1979) argued that intelnational students who ale involved with

Americans aì'e mole likely to be satisfied both socially and academically. In

contrast, Alexander et al (1981) conclude that contact with fellow nationals is

the most important coping factor contributing to academic success. Also,

Pedelsen (1975) r'eviewed research data fi.om 781 Univelsity of Minnesota

international students indicating that overall, the most sought soulce of help

fol solving personal problems was a fellow national. They only sought help

fi'om the international office for specific ploblems which needed their

expeltise (such as immiglation regularities), but not for general or personal

problems.
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According to Beny (1984), most international students prefer' "integlation" in

to their host's culture, which implies the maintenance of the integrity of

theil cultural identity while becoming an integral palt of a larger societal

framework, as opposed to "assimilation". He defines assimilation as

relinquishing one's former culture and moving into the new dominant one. As

it turns out, in most cases, international students, especially African

students, eithel experience what Berry calls "segregation", whele they are

involuntarily excluded ñ'om the larger Canadian society, or "marginality", in

which inability to adapt either to the new cultule ol to retain one's own

cultule results in confusion and loss of identity. Marginality often leads to

stress and loss ofboth the home and host cr¡ltu¡e.

According to Pedersen (1991), a person's self esteem and self-image are vali-

dated by significant others, who plovide emotional and social support in cul-

tulally patterned ways. Moving to a foleign culture suddenly deprives a per.-

son of these suppol't system. As we have seen, intelnational students who

readily assimilate into the host's cultule ale usually those who have disasso-

ciated themselves from home country values. However., as Peder.sen (1991)

maintains, many tladitional theolies for helping international students may

not be vely effective, and we need to find ways of helping foreign students

define their own identity, He also suggests that ther.e is a need for some

critelia to help intelnational students define a third culture, which is neither

their home cuìtul'e nol host culture. This would be a culture of people

who live in a foreign country fol a while and thelefore must lealn

some neÌv practices in or del to sulvive. A cultur.e in which people must

keep some of the old values flom back home. He finally suggests
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that in developing theories to undelstand the unique and complicated factol.s

influencing intelnational students' success, it may be necessary to either

modify cunent helping theories or to develop new ones.

My own experience as an African and as a group-leader has shown me that

westeln therapies ale not directly applicable to Aflicans. However, through

the experience of working with African students in Canada, I l.ealized that if
gloup intervention is conducted in a culturally sensitive manner, and is

modified to fit and meet the expectations and beliefs of these African

students, gloup work can be very effective. Two crucial factors ale (1) that

the gloup be relatively homogeneous and (2) that the worker (g.oup leader)

share basic values and norms with the members. That is, despite all the

ploblems seen by Alexander and his group, group inter.vention with African

students is feasible if traditional methods and techniques ale modified to fit
this group's needs and value orientations.

In their work with lefugees fi'om Southeast Asia, Glassman and

Skolnik (1984) r'ealized that it was important for member.s to have an

oppoltunity to belong to a group of people like themselves, a gr.oup

which could offer suppolt and friendship. In the present intetvention

members were encouraged to talk to each other and to share concerns

and feelings of isolation. This was done to maximize the chance of

stlengthening suppolt and ties among the membels.
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In addition, Papell and Rothman's mainstleam model seemed to have a

very high potential fol helping this gloup of Afican students. In this

model, each member of the group is assumed to have "the potential

power to make a diffelence in the gloup and that the exercise of this

power could genelate glowth and change within the individual" (Papell

and Rothman 1980).

This model, according to these authors is characterized by common

goals and mutual aid among gloup members. It is more concerned with

the need for each member to belong, and to establish bonds and ca-

pacities for identification. As Papell and Rothman note:

- Members are seen as social learners, who expand their skills in
social functioning through the gr.oup situation.

-The gloup cleates a supportive atmosphere, one character.ized by
reciprocity and mutual aid.

-The group creates a substitute community which reduces isolation.

-The group creates an atmosphere of empowelment for the
membels to develop new communication skills and norms for.
social intelaction.

Sue (1981) points out that many "minor.ities" may br.ing to therapy the

expectations of immediate benefits and concrete results. They may expect

the wolker/leadel to lead and take an active r.ole duling the gr.oup sessions.

The following have been documented as some of the typical chalacteristics

and feals of international students, particularly those from the developing

countries, in relation to Univelsity counseling selvices .
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-Underutilization of University counseling selvices by international
students (Pedelson 1991).

-Unfamiliarity with counseling and formâl helping ptocesses and
ex¡rectations fhereof (Lee 1981).

-Belief that counseling is for people with ser.ious mental problems
(Sue and Sue 1972).

-Embarrassment at showing emotional problems or. talking about
personal problems to strangers in gloup sessions (Sue and Sue 1972).

-The fact that there ale few plofessionâl helpers finm minority
groups ând therefore differences in communication styles exist.

-White, \ estel'n, middle class values are usually reflected in most
counseling encou¡tels (Sue and Sue 1972).

Most international students, especially Africans, come to study abroad

because of limited educational oppoltunities in theil home countries. Many

come to obtain graduate ol plofessional tlaining not available at home.

From the folegoing litel'atule leview it is clear that a lot of these students

experience difficulties when they come to study in Canada. It is also evident

that the more different their cultural backgr.ound is from that of the

Canadians, the more difficult the students' adjustments become. Flom this

literatule review it is possible to realize that fellow nationals can go a long

way in giving support to the students facing some adjustment problems.
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CIIAPTER 3

INDIVIDUAL GROI]P MEMBERS

The group was composed of eleven African students at the University of

Manit¡ba , who come flom six Af ican countries. The present chapter will be

devoted to blief descripfion of the group members, their gender., the part of

Africa they come from, thei-r' study progt'ams, their length of time in Canada

and how they feel about their lives in Manitoba. Their names have been

alteled to maintain conflrdentiality.

JOHN is a male Ph.D. student from a country in North-East Africa. He

came to Winnipeg in 1988 and has never been home since he leÍt. He reported

that he misses home very much and is worried that the woman he was

dating and was planning to marry has become tired of waiting since she

hasn't been lesponding to his letters lately. He is also wol.l.ied about the

political situation back home where many people have been killed. He is

won'ied to the extent that he sometimes wonders whethel he should just

claim refugee status and remain in Canada. However, he says he knows

from his four'- yeal experience that he could never really be happy in

Canada. He says he joined the gr.oup because he felt lonely and after all

these yeals in Canada he feels he has never really been accepted.

MARK is also a male Ph.D. student. He came to \{innipeg in September.

1992, and wolks fol a university back home and is now on a study leave.
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His wife is living rvith him here in Winnipeg and she has been looking for a

job so that she can earn some money to help with the household needs, since

the stipend from Mark's scholarship is haldly enough to take car.e of the two

of them. Mark says he joined the gloup because he and his wife have been

having some problems and he needed to talk to someone who would

understand him and his situation. He was also hoping that some

members of the group who have been in Canada for a longel time could

help him.

ALICE is Mark's fellow country woman and is also working for a Ph.D.

at the University of Manitoba. Alice works fol the same university as

Malk does back home, and is also on study-leave. She came to the

University of Manitoba in September 1992, but, urlike Mark, Alice left hel

family, a husband and two children, at home. She repor.ts that she is trying

hel best to complete her studies as soon as possible so that she can join her.

family back home. Alice did hel mastels plogram in a university in another

province here in Canada a few yeals ago. However, after completing hel

mastels, she went back home and wol'ked for a while befole she returning to

University of Manitoba for her Ph.D. She r.eports thaú she had a choice to

go anywhere in the world to do her progtam, but she chose Canada because

she felt that her experience in Canada before was r.elatively positive, and

that the University of Manitoba had the pr.ogt'ams she was interested in. She

says she joined the group because she misses her family back home and

wished to share this with fellow Africans who would understand what she

was going th,r'ough.
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PETER. the youngest member of the group, is fi'om a country in East

Africa. He came to Winnipeg in Septembe '* tgg2 and is doing

undelgraduate studies. He says he is interested in psychology and that this

rryas one ofthe reasons that he joined the gloup. He reports that, he has not

really seen Winnipeg and its people because he has not been going out since

he came six months ago. All he has been doing is to come to school in the

molning and then go back home aft,er classes. He says he just could not get

used to the snow and the cold of Winnipeg. He reports that he misses home

more than he had thought he wor¡ld. Befole he came he believed that he

would very soon make Canadian fi'iends who would tell and show him all

he needs to know about this place. As it tulned out he does not know even a

single Canadian by name. He says that the other leason that he joined the

gloup r¡vas because he felt that maybe if he talked with fellow Africans about

Africa he probably would not miss home as much.

GABRIEL is fi'om the same country as Peter'. He also came to the

Univelsity of Manitoba at the same time, and is doing a master.s pr.oglam.

He left his wife and two childlen in Afi'ica when he came to Canada, and he

says he misses his family so much that sometimes wonder.s whethel he will

be able to complete his study progl'am. He says the worst times are du-r.ing

holidays like Ch,r'istmas and birthdays. He says he spends almost all his

stipend on telephone calls to his family back home. Every time he sees

childlen who ale the same age as his children his heal't always goes out to

them and he spends the whole day thinking about his own childlen.
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LUCY is a single young woman from an East African country. She came

to the Univel'sity of Manitoba at t}ire same as the above country men and is

doing a ple-masters plogr'âm. She is sharing an apartment with a fellow

Af ican woman whom she met during the orientation pt'oglam. She reports

that she can not imagine how she could have surwived her first days in

Canada without the mutual support that they gave each other, Like

Gabliel, she says she spends almost all her stipend on phone calls to her

fámily and fliends back home. Lucy leports that she joined the group to get

to know and maybe make f iends with some other Añ'ican students.

RACHEL fir'st came to the Univelsity of Manitoba in 1985 to do a masters

degree. She went back home, and worked at the Univelsity back there fol a

while, and came back to Manitoba in Septembel lgg2 to do a Ph.D. She is

also from the same country as the thlee people above. When she was in

Manitoba the first time , she had left hel family, (a husband, a son and a

daughter') at home She claims that life was so difficult without them, that

she just knew that she could never do it again. When she came to Manitoba

again she made sule that this time at least her children accompanied her.

She says it is still hard to be so far' fi'om her husband because they all miss

him very much, but it would have been too diffrcult fol him to leave hisjob

and come with them. She joined the group because she wanted to meet

othel Aflican students who might be going tlu'ough a similal ex¡rerience

of sepalation.
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ROGER comes fi'om Southern A-ñ'ica, and like most members, he came to

the University of Manitoba in the fall of 1992. He is presently under the

category of "special student," but he came to Canada to do masters wor.k. He

is also malried, but he leÍt, his family (a wife and a daughter ) back home.

He admits that he misses his family a gleat deal, but unlike the others, he

feels that even if he had mot'e money than what his sponsors ar.e plesently

giving him he would have still left, them at home. He believes that bringing

his daughter to Canada would have only confused her', palticular.ly knowing

what he knows now about misperceptions and discriminations towards

Africans by Canadians. He says he has decided to study, get his deglee and

go back to his country. Since he has lealized that Canadians are not

particularly fliendly people, he is not going to \ryor.ry about them anymole.

MARIAM is a single woman who comes from the same country as Roger',

and like Roger she is also a "special student". She came to the Univelsity

of Manitoba in 1991. She feels that the Canadian students in her department

are probably the most unfliendly and cold. She says she has nevel exchanged

even a mele gleeting with any of them since she has beenin Canada. She

thinks that Canadians in general âr'e very cold, and she has been counting

days until she moves out of this country. She says she joined the group

because she is very lonely and thought she could make friends with her

"own people".

MARY. also a single woman, is fi'om another country in EastAf ica. She

came to the University of Manitoba in September 1991. She is also doing a

masters progl'am. Like Mariam , Mary thinks that Canadians in genelal ar.e
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very unfi'iendly, and racists, particularly when it comes to Aflicans. She

believes that there is leally nothing that Africans hele can do to make the

Canadians respect them and regard them as equals. Therefore, she believes

the best thing fol A-f ican students to do is to just try to make the most of it,

without the Canadians, so she joined the gloup to meet other. Afi.icans and

form relationships with them.

ANDREW is a mastels student from a country in Southern Afi'ica. He

came to the University of Manitoba about three yeals ago (1990). Andrew

reports that although he misses home a lot, he feels lucky that the students

from his country at the University of Manitoba have a kind of association

where they usually come togethel for birthdays and othet' celeblations. As a

lesult, from the day he arrived in Winnipeg he has always felt like he

belongs. He admits, though, that Canada and its people tulned out to be less

hospitable than he was made to believe by the Canadians at the

embassy in his countly. He also believes that after alÌ these years of

interaction with Canadians, if they still have not changed theil attitude

towards Af icans then thele is not much that the A-fr.icans can do to change

the Canadian perception of them. Like Mary, he feels that Af icans should

just stick together and try to help each ofher and forget about the

Canadians.

From what we have seen, none of the group members had any kind of

pelsonal ol emotional lelationships with Canadians, even though most of

these students admit to having originally hoped to establish some kind of

lelationship with them. As one member commented.
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"It is just so difficult to make f iends with
Canadians, sometimes I wonder if it is
because of my color', that they don't
want to be seen with a black pelson".

Anothel member lemarked abouf the type of fliendship typically extended

by Canadians.

"Sometimes even if you manage to make some
kind of friendship with a Canadian you shale
an offrce with , the friendship is usually sci super-
ficial, that you wonder why they even try".

In summary then, it was cleal that all the member.s felt that their

experiences in Canada had been mainly negative and that they had not

adjusted to the Canadian culture at all. Also most felt that they could only

get the help they need fi'om fellow Africans, who had gone thlough similar

ex¡reliences.

AII membels agreed that they, as Africans, faced mole academic difficulties

than theil Canadian countelparts, in part because ofthe energy requiled to

adapt to a diffelent cultulal situation, which took time and mental

concentlation away fi'om academic pulsuits. In the groups, membels

discussed specifrc problems they had encountered since they arr.ived in

Canada . The following examples will indicate some of the problems which

African students encounter in Canada. These particulal situations wel'e

selected because they seem to illustlate some clucial points fol African

students living in a diffelent culture.
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PROBLEM TYPE 1- HUSBAND-\ryIFE PROBLEMS

One membel ofthe gr oup talked about his situation in particular, where he

and his wife came to Canada six months ago . The couple did not have any

f iends in Canada at that time. The husband, being a new student, still had

to acquaint himself with the university and all its differ.ent departments and

othel issues pertaining to his ploglam. He usually left their. apartment in

the molning, sometimes even before the wife got up, and he came back late

in the evening. The wife wou-ld be left alone in the apartment. She had very

little money and few fi'iends. AIso, the fact that it was winter and ver.y

cold in Winnipeg, especially for someone who had just come from ver.y hot

weathel in Aflica, and did not have a car', going out had been a leal

ploblem for her', so she usually stayed home alone. The couple hardly saw

each other'. As a lesuÌt the wife complained that her. husband was neglecting

her', and the husband complained that the wife was inconsiderate, that she

ought to be awale that he needed to do all he could in ol'der to cope with his

school work in the new and foleign environment. This couple ar.gued

constantly, almost all the time blaming one another for being inconsiderate

and not caring.

PROBLEM TYPE 2 -HOST FAMILY

Another member talked of hel ex¡rerience with a host family. She r.eported

that when she fir'st came to Winnipeg flom Af ica, the Inter.national Centel

for Students arlanged a host family for her. The family members wele

supposed to take care of hel fol a few days and to help hel get settled. The
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student repolted that since thele did not seem to be much to do with her

host family, one day she decided to use hel time to get to know the

University, the bus system and down town Winnipeg. She reported that she

appalently came back fi'om these adventures too late in the aftelnoon.

She was very tired and hungly only to frnd that the family had had

suppel already. As it tulned out nobody said anything to her about suppel

soshe went to bed that night very hurrgry, not knowing whether she could

have just gone into the kitchen and pr.epar.ed something to eat. She reported

that back home it is not absolutely necessaly for all family members to have

meals at the same time. For a while she wasn't sur.e why all of a sudden the

hosts had turned unû'iendly towards her.

PROBLEM TYPE-3 HOME SICKNESS

The third câse was that of a male student who had come to Winnipeg a few

months before the beginning of the interwention, leaving his "family" (two

childlen and a wife) at home. He repolted that the Canadian agency which

was sponsoling him to study in Canada \üould not sponsor. his wife and

children to come and join him in Canada. He also repor.ted that since he

came to Canada, he would not really concentrate on anything, not even

his academic wolk. He was constantly thinking about his family back

home, palticularly on his children's birthdays. Every time he saw a child

who was close to his childr.en's age he felt even more homesick. He repolted

that the pain and loneliness he felt because of this separ.ation made him

wonder if it was all wolth it. He spent almost half of his stipend - which was
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not much as was shown - on telephone calls back home, to his wife and

children.

As Pedel'sen (1991) obselved, many westeln counselol may not be sure

how to deal with international students, mainly because "this is seldom

included as palt of counselor'-tlaining programs."

It is clear 'that the above problems $'el'e faced by these students because

they were living in a foreign cultule away ft'om home and family, whele

the means of communication ale diffelent. Helping them, therefole,

required a deviation flom conventional helping plactices.
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GROIIP NVTERVENTION

AFRICAN STTJDETTß'_PERSPECTIVE

In this chapter we will discuss briefly the problems which the Afi'ican

students in genelal face in Canada because of the cultulal diffel'ences.

These are some of the ploblems which, in a vtay, initiated this pr.acticum.

Despite the numelous ploblems experienced by intelnational students in

Canada, vely few studies have been done on Afr.ican students (compar.ed to

Asians). If African students' ploblems are examined at all, it is usually un-

del the global term "international students". Their social and cultural life, as

a gt'oup, in their host country is virtually u¡known and consequently, ver.y

little has been done to help these students to adapt in a meaningful way to

their new and unfamiliar envilonment. Their experiences are usually looked

at and analyzed fi'om the host's pelspective lather than from that of the

people who are expeliencing the feelings themselves, who ar.e able to attach

meaning to the experiences. In addition the studies which have included

A-Íì'ican students in their population have pr.edominantly used questionnailes

or' 1-2 houl interwiews, to collect infolmation. Theil aim is usually just to

acquile knowledge of the problems that intelnational students face when

they come to live in Canada, so that the infor.mation can be documented, with

no specific intention of helping the lespondents in the plocess.
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As we have shown, some \trestel'n practitionels and writers have realized

that many western helping apploaches fail to meet the needs of var.ious

ethnic and "minority clients." Corey and Corey (1992) for example, assert

that many clients ft'om these groups terminate therapy earlier than Anglo

clients and that this early termination is caused by baniers such as language

and othel cultule bound values. This observation serves to indicate the prob-

lems faced by both helpers and Añ'ican students, whose cultute is even mor.e

unknown to the Canadian helpels.

This practicum, therefore, is an attempt to have this bias rectified thr.ough

a group interwention with African students by someone who has some "filst
hand" experience in some of the difficulties they ar.e going th,r.ough. I believe

that it is impoltant fol those who ale dealing with or. responsible fol

assisting these students to undelstand theil special academic, psychological

and social needs in order for them to adapt to thei-r'new surroundings.

As previously mentioned, thele ar.e complex issues around African

international students' adjustment to life in Canada. Leaving theil
suppoltive social netwolk behind and living among strangers can cr.eate

intense feelings of loneliness, homesickness and uprootedness. Therefor.e an

attempt to understand some of their ploblems shotrtd begin by focusing on the

subjective experiences of these students themselves. In this interwention,

cultulally sensitive communication and under.standing were pr.ovided in

older to plomote the adjustment and healthy integlation of these students

into the university setting and the Canadian society as a whole. Since

facilitative exelcises and educational discussion are r.epor.ted in the
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litelature as the methods which usually achieve tangible gains and

demonstlable change with immiglants and other minorities (Sue and Sue

1972), they were employed in this intelvention, and tulned out to be very

effective. The grnup was helped through a suppoltive and pelsonal- g'owth

group intervention aimed at assisting pelsonal growth and bettet'

adjustment in their host country.

As we have seen, tladitional tleatment gloup models cor¡ld be very diffrcult

to implement with these students. For example, the members in this gr.oup

believe that their ploblems ale so diffelent, that the University counseling

serwice personnel would not be able to understand them because of cultur.al

diffelences. Since kinship or collective unity is an important considelation for

A-f ican students, it was necessary to find some way of incolporating cultulal

dimensions into the intet'vention process. Gloup appr.oaches constitute

impoltant cultulally responsive strategies for them as opposed to individual

apploaches. That is to say method that provides a network of social

suppolf by people who share similar ex¡reliences, such as fellow Africans,

needed to be incorpolated into the interwention. As it has been shown, this

gloup does not utilize the counseling serwice on campus because they

believe this to be fol people with serious mental ploblems. It was

evident then that, special intelvention techniques were needed in ordel to

meet the special needs of this glowing population of Af ican students.
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METHODOLOGY

(i) FORMING AGROUP

This chapter on methodology will start by ploviding a br.ief description of

the context (The Intelnational Center For Students) in which the

practicum was cár'r'ied out. Then it will give the description of the

interwention design, and, finally, the description of the evaluation design and

measures.

THE CONT'TEXT

The activities related to this interwention were conducted in conjunction with

the Intelnational Centel for Students (ICS). This center sees the educa-

tional and cultural ex¡reriences of international students as important to this

univelsity as they emich its academic and social envilonment. According to

theil Information Handbook for New International Students, the lole of this

centel is:

- To help intelnational students adjust to the Canadian university
envilonment.

- To assist them with ploblems they may encounter while they
ale hele.

- To provide opportunities for all students, staff and public to
lealn more about the wolld fi'om each other', and thl.ough the
l'esoul'ces and activities which the center pr.ovides.

- Its mandate is also to promote cultulal interaction and inter-
national av¡areness.
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Their proglams include the following:

(a) Assistance for intemational students tlu'ough:

(i) Host family proglam- The objective of this prngram is to provide
newly arrived studenls with a home fol a few days until they get
settled. It also plovides the Canadian hosts an opportunity to meet
and get to know people fi'om different cultules.

(ii) Newspapers and magazines from othel countries- This is meant
to keep international students infolmed about what is
happening in their own countries and the lest of the world.

(iii) Assistance with immigr ation office- ICS assists international
students by providing them with immiglation fonns for student-
visa renewal or work permits. The office also helps the
international students by confirming that they are actual
students at the university.

In addition, the ICS sponsols a valiety of events which are aimed
at plomoting global awaleness such as workshops, fiIm series,
guests speakels and symposiums to discuss development issues.

The objectives and goals of this intervention fit into the ICS 's main mission,

which is to suppolt and assist intelnational students at the University of

Manitoba, and to provide them with genelal and speciñc progt ams aimed at

imploving cross-cultural undelstanding and personal adjustment

(Infolmation handbook fol International Students 1991). To begin with, the

ICS helped me to get in touch with all Af ican students presently enrolled

aú the University of Manitoba. The ICS was also lesponsible for'finding and

an'anging fol the room in which the gloup sessions wele held ever.y week.

They were also instrumental in arlanging fol a lalgel room when the fil.st

one proved to be too small to adequately accommodate twelve people. The

l'oom was secluded enough to allow plivacy so that the members were not

(b)
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distulbed during the group sessions, and also that they could feel free to

talk about their intimate problems without a fear of being ovelheard, which

was very important. The ICS also arlanged an ofFrce fol use by the workel

duling this time, and this was very convenient.

RECRUITMENT OF GROI]P MEMBERS

Multiple approaches were used to contact the students directly and indirectly

to sign up for the group. Posters were displayed at the International Center

for Students (ICS) and the health clinic ( the two places most frequented by

African students). Befole the interwention started, the workel met with

some staff membels at these agencies to let them know about the group in-

tervention that was going to be offered for African students with the hope

that they may be able to identify applopliate candidates fol the gloup. The

pamphlet and the posters showed the goals and the purpose of the gloup in-

tervention, issues to be discussed in the gloup sessions, who could join the

group, the meeting time, fi'equency of meetings and duration of the gloup

sessions.

With the help of International Center for Students, all Afi.ican students

wele sent an intloductoly letter, with a "retuln poltion" (Appendix 1), de-

sclibing the purpose and major objectives of the interwention and r.equesting

their palticipation. A supporting letter from the vice- pr.esident of the

Afi'ican students Association (Appendix 2) was also included. On the whole

the response to all these efforts was very low; the students generally
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did not indicate much interest in palticipating in the program. As a result,

alternative methods and stlategies for recluitment had to be taken, wheleby

students were personally approached and asked to palticipate. All students

approached in this mannel agreed to participate in the ploject.

It is assumed that the students did not show interest the fir'st time

because they probably saw the first method of lecluitment as impersonal,

especially when they realized that the letter was a "mass- letter" sent to ev-

ery African student. \ hereas, by personally approaching them and talking

to them, giving them chance to ask questions for more clarification, they

could commit themselves because this method implied lespect.

GROUP COMPOSITION

This was a group of people with common experiences and grievances as

Añ'ican students living in a foleign country. Because they had speciflrc prob-

lems and needs, they were able to focus exclusively on those common prob-

lems. This similarity of group members' needs and intelests led to a great

deglee of cohesion. Members were able to undelstand each other in a special

way.

The membels wele informed in the very first session that their participation

was voluntary, that they could stop anytime they wanted to. This session

was also used to explore the students' ploblems ( Appendix 3 ), and to
prepale them and explain once again what the gloup intetwention was all
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about. Confidentiality and other ground lules such as coming to group

sessions tegularly and on time were also discussed.

The group consisted of eleven African students, all studying at the

Univelsity of Manitoba. This sample consisted of five women and six men,

fi'om six different countries. Eight of the members wele in graduate studies,

two were "special students" and one was studying in an undergraduate

program in social sciences. The membels had been in Canada for periods

ranging ñ'om six months to foul years. This numbel of participants was

small enough to allow a constructive discussion to be carried on and for the

wolker to focus on the skills and resoulces ofindividual membels. It was also

Ialge enough to allow for possible drop- outs. Thele wele no dlop-outs.

FRESUENCYAND DURATION OF MEETINGS

The group had originally contracted for six weeks, but after. the first

four weeks we all realized that a little bit more time was needed in

order to achieve the goals which were set at the beginning. As a r.esult,

we contracted for ttu'ee more weeks, for a total of nine weeks. This

period was long enough fol tlust to develop (this happened almost

immediately) and for the constructive gïoup work to take place.

At the beginning of the intervention, the group met once a week, for one hour

at 2.30 P.M. , but after a few meetings we realized that one hour. was not
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enough time to hold a constructive discussion. Thelefole, the time was

increased to one and a half houls pel session. Because of conflicting

academic schedules, it was very difficult to find time longel than 1.5 houls.

In any case, one and a half houls turned out to be long enough to allow for

constmctive discussion. Snacks and dl'inks wele plovided in each session to

create a fi'ee and relaxed atmosphere.

CLOSED GROÛP INTERVEI{TION

This was a closed group interwention from the beginning. That is, no new

members wele allowed aftel the group had started. This was in fact an ad-

vantage since as time went on, and the membels got to know and trust each

other. It was then that they started to really open up and feel fi'ee and com-

foltable to disaglee, criticize and suppolt each othel and also to talk about

some pelsonal ex¡reriences.

A.lso at the fir'st session the group members were asked to complete a ques-

tionnaire (Refer Appendix 4) on how they wele generally coping and what

they expected to gain fi'om the gloup interwention. This gave the worker. an

idea of what the membel's wanted and expected from the intervention, based

on the goals and objectives ( P6-7) as they wele erçIained to them before they

signed up fol the gloup.
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(ii) EVALUATION DESIGN

When the group is dealing with issues that affect the worker as much as

they do the group members, as was the case in this intervention, it is very

difficult to keep one's distance, and to act as an obserwer rathel. than as a

participant. Being part of the gt'oup , in this par-ticular case, proved to be very

effective since the gloup leadel was perceived to be-and indeed was -"one of

us". The leader was therefole in a position to undelstand the membelsi

meaning and whele "they were coming from" in a way that someone from a

different culture would not have been able to understand. It was evident fr.om

the beginning that the sharing of experiences and cultur.al understanding

rryere necessâl'y and vital ingledients in this intervention in older to cl.eate

trust and openness.

As a lesult some techniques which Hanmel and Statham (1988) have

advocated as important when women wolkels are wolking with fellow

women clients wele adapted The following guidelines wer.e followed:

-Relating to members as fellow Af icans and equals.

-Assuming membels' ploblems and lack of choices.

-Together' finding ways to communicate.

-Exploring some choices and diffelent ways of coping.

As we have shown, this gloup of Af ican students pr.esents their own unique

requirements fol effective helping, thelefore a model which is based on the
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plimaly prevention scheme for wol'k with South East Asian r.efugees,

proposed by Owan (1985), was used for intervention with these students

fi'om Afica. Preventive efforts took the form of group interwention in which

members were culturally similar as indicated. This model was both self-

exploratoly and educative. It emphasized non-evaluative explolation and

understanding of students' situations and concerns as international students

in an unfamilial environment. Further, this model identifies the

diffelences between these students' cultulal norms and values and those of

the Canadians. The topics in the group sessions were presented in an

informal folmat, in the form of video tapes and discussions.

This model seemed to be mole consistent and in line with African belief

systems and values. It was important in general to encoulage these students

not to leject theil Afiican values. It was also equally important for them to

realize the advantages of combining both Canadian values and their. own

tladitional values to make surwival easiel for them while in Canada.

The model also has an advantage because of its suppoltive problem - solving

natule, thelefore it was mole acceptable to Afiicans than the individual or.

insight oliented interventions. This model is more synchronistic with

Af ican students' values of education and learning and lacks the tlu.eatening

and stigmatizing connotations that are usually associated with "western

insight- oliented counseling."

Effective primary plevention, accolding to Owan (1985), has the following

requisites:
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It must be gloup oriented and not targeted at individuals.

(b) It must be dilected to "well" people who ale at risk

It must be intentional, that is, directed towalds
strengthening psychological health ol towalds reduction of
psychological maladjustment.

It must be proactive and focused on the development of
adjustive skills.

In the beginning of the group intervention (the filst two sessions), ple-

departure expectations were discussed to find out what each of these

members had expected in relation to Canadian people and life in Canada in

genelal, before they actually came to Canada. From these discussíons it was

evident that before leaving their countlies almost all the membels had high

and positive expectations about theil lives in Canada. Most wele looking

forward to coming to Canada and had hoped to have fi'iendly and tlusting

lelationships with Canadians.

By the beginning of this interwention, all membels had been in Canada fol at

least six months. In the pre-test they all expressed dissatisfaction with their

life in Canada. Their impression of Canadians was also genelally negative.

These observations challenge the traditional "IJ" cule model in that

almost all the members, ilrespective of the length of time in Canada,

wele still at theil lowest level of adaptation.

(a)

(c)

(d)
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It was evident from the pre-test and the discussions in the gloup sessions

that there was a huge disclepancy between ple-departule expectations and

the reality of actually being in Canada. The comparison between pre-

departure expectations and the real outcome helped to indicate the extent to

which the members have had to make adjustment upon anival in Canada.

The effectiveness of this inter-vention was evaluated in both individual and

group terms . In order to find out if the group had benefited fi'om this

intervention, single case design (AB) where the baseline measulement (pre-

test) was followed by the measurement aftel the interwention (post test) was

employed. For baseline data a self-r'eport questionnaire was administeled

in which members reported their personal suppolt system in Canada

(Appendix 4).

The chalt below indicates individual student

questions which wel'e intended to measule

their personal suppolt in Winnipeg.

lesponses to some of the

how the members pelceive
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TABLE 1

PERSONAL SUPPORT

1. How often in the last rveek have you felt
lonesome?

2. Have thele been times before the last week
when you felt, lonesome?

3. How satisfied ale you with youl life
situation in genelal

4. How satisfied are you with the personal
suppolt you leceive?

5. If you ar.e dissatisfied with your suppol.t
system, do you believe that you can make it
better?

N=11

Very Much

4

4

1

0

Sometimes Not at all

3

4

5

4

6

Fol those who l'epolted that they are sometimes satisfied ol not at all

satisfied with theil personal suppolt system, when asked to give the

reason, 8 members lesponded that they did not have enough people to lelate

to. All eleven membels gave the leason that their. supporters (fellow

African Students) ale too similar, as a l'esult there are some types of

support they could not provide. Three member.s repor.ted that they did not

meet with their supportel's often enough. When asked what they thought

they could do to implove the situation, seven member.s said they did not

know, while foul said they probably needed to inclease their. interpelsonal
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lelationships. All members repolted that they are always leÍt out of activities

by Canadians. Five members believed that they are left out in a lot of

activities by Canadians because they are Africans, thLree believed they ale

left out because they ale too busy and involved with their academic worþ and

one member said he v¡as not interested in intelacting with the

Canadians, and two people were not sule why theygetleftout(SeeFig 1).
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In the gloup sessions the membels mainly focused on identifying

ploblems which they face in Canada as A-f icans. Because the members

seemed to have common problems, the group was used as a support

system. The wolker helped the members define the problems and

issues that were of concern for them, and they were told that they

would be helping each other deal with the ploblems of adjustment

they identified.

Unlike the ple-t€st, the post-test (Appendix 5) was corrposed of individual

written test, with questions which were more exploratoly in that they

needed long and elaborate lesponses in which members expressed their

feelings about the intervention and its outcome. These involved fr'ee and

unstrrrctuled discussions of the things they liked and did not like about

the group and of the pelsonal changes in which members are likely to

engage aftet'the intelvention. In genelal the intervention provided a venue,

an appropliate place where the members wet'e "allowed" to experience theil

feelings and to talk about them. The interwention, in genelal made them

think seliously about theil position as African students in Canada, and

made them lealize that it is leally up to them to make life tolerable while

they ale hele.

Some members felt that it is up to them as Aflicans to try to make life good

for themselves while they ale in Canada, despite the Canadians' attitudes

towalds them. They felt that if they joined together as Añ'icans , now that

they know that their problems are common, they could come up with ways

to cope by themselves.
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Other members reported having lealized tbn'ough shaling their expeliences

with fellow Afticans and with the Canadian guests who came to the group

sessions, that they may have been biased against the Canadians. They

came to Canada with some expectations based on theil own cultural

practices and when these were not met, they blamed the Canadians, while

the Canadians on the other hand, might be behaving in a way that their

culture has taught them to relate to Africans. Therefore, it seemed

necessary that a way be found where both groups can be more

accommodating so that they learn from each othel as it was indicated

eallier.

As mentioned, in an effort to try to undelstand Canadians and theil attitude

towards AÊ'icans, two Canadian graduate students, who at'e also counselors

wel'e invited to talk about the way Canadian students see, understand and

lelate to Afi'ican students. Duling this session the gloup discussion focused

on Canadian and Afi'ican life styles, belief systems and cultule. In othel'

sessions, the membels discussed the differences in communication styles

between the Af icans and the Canadians and what this means to them now

living in Canada.

In general, the members' r'esponses summarize theil group experience as

"discovery". The group was about discoveling themselves, about finding

themselves, their relationship with Canadians and theil needs as Africans

in a new and different world.
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CTIAPTER 6

TIIE GROI]P PROCESS

(i) TIIE FIVE STAGES

This chaptel is about the group process, which indicates the stages of

development which the g'oup had to go through. According to Balgopal

and Vassil (1983), this process refers to all the happenings within the

gt'oup, and to the interactional and communication pattelns among all

membels and between membels and the group leader. Group process

typically goes tlu'ough five stages and these will be described here for

the intervention with Af ican students:

STAGE 1 - FORMING TIIE GROIIP

This stage which has been desclibed in the previous chaptels typically

involves dlafting a detailed proposal, indicating objectives, goals and

methods. This was followed by attracting and lecruiting group members,

and then actually folming the gloup.

STAGE 2- TIIE INITIAL STAGE

The main goal duling the initial stage of the group was to provide

encoru'agement to members to talk about any fear and confusion they

might have had, especially since this was the members' fir.st experience

participating in a "formal" group interwention. Therefore they did not
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know what was expected of them. The following were the general goals

for the initial phase:

-Explore the membels' expectations.

-Clarify the goals and the objectives of the group intervention.

-Discuss plocedulal details, which included what con-fidentiality is
and why it was impoltant, as well as time, place and the format
of the group and the importance of legr:lar attendance.

' -Answer any questions the members might have had about the
group.

The ple-test (page 66) was also given at this stage to inquile and assess

the members' personal suppolt systems and their coping techniques.

Also at this stage, the wolket' exploled some of the expectations the

members had about living in Canada befole they left theil countlies.

Fulther', the wolker discussed which of these expectations wele met and

which wele not, and some of the things the membels had done to

compensate. All membels leported that they had been looking forwald

to coming to Canada and had had high hopes of interacting with the

Canadians. However, as it tulned out there wele some disclepancies

between their expectations before they actually came to Canada and

what became the reality. Most of them blamed the Canadians for this.

They believed that the Canadians wele not as fi.iendly or. as

accommodating to foreigners, especially Africans, as the membet.s

thought they would be. They reported that they had expected the

Canadians, as the hosts to welcome them and tly to make them feel at
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home, as it is the nom to welcome guests in Aflica, whele they come

flom.

Most members reported that joining this gloup interwention was their

first attempt to compensate. Most of them reported that befole the

beginning of the group intervention, they had been confused, not

knowing what to do and wondering if the problem, in fact, lay with

them.

STAGE 3 . TRÁNSITION

According to the literature ( Corey and Corey and Papell and Rothman),

the transition stage is characterized by high anxiety fol the individual

members, and fol the gloup as a whole, leadership is challenged and

goals and activities are questioned. From the beginning, however', membels

of this gt'oup intet'acted very well with each other'; they did not seem

to be inhibited in any way. They seemed motivated to become active

group palticipants from the beginning. Once they tealized that the

problems they had were shaled by other members, they were able to

open up and disclose enough for the pulpose and goals of the group.

They started to talk fi'eely about their ex¡reliences and beliefs about

Canada and the Canadians. They immediately showed caling and

concern towards each other.

At this stage all members seemed to be in agt'eement, all blaming

Canadians for theil ploblems in Canada. I maintain that this common
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belief helped to develop and sustain the high level of cohesion in the

gloup. Since the main problem for this gloup wâs feelings of loneliness

and isolation, this "togetherness'r enhanced the feelings of belonging.

They stalted to ex¡rress the pelceptions about their lives in Canada

that they had kept to themselves.

In order to illustrate and make the members aware of the difficulties of

pelceiving life in another cultule once they have become accustomed to

it in a different way, each member was asked to describe an event

that happened to them in Canada which they believed illustrated a

misunderstanding that took place because of differing cultural attitudes,

beliefs or values. The pulpose of this exercise was to heighten

awareness of the differences between Canadian and home culture, and

to lecognize the implications of transferring attitudes and beliefs to a
new cultule ( See an example on page 41 on host family ).

STAGE 4. WORKING STAGE

Since this group had gr'o\ün used to things in "an African-way" ( i.e. the

way things are done back home ), it became very difiìcult fol them to

accept them in another way. During this period the group leader

provided challenge necessary for the members by assisting them to

lecognize theil own patterns of defensiveness, ând also fol them to

realize that they were in charge of their own lives; that it was up to
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them to make necessary changes and âdaptations they had contracted

for.

As mentioned, the members had focused their firrstration and blame for

thel' unhappiness on the Canadians. Based on the literatule (e.g. Coley

and Corey ) the gloup leader was aware that when members stop

blaming others, and started accepting responsibility, they would stalt to

be in control and mole able to make changes in their lives. For the

change to occul participants were made aware that they wouìd need to

folmulate plans and strategies which they could employ in theit' Iives

after the intelwention.

One group session, fol example, began with members discussing

whether they should try to find out what they can do in ordel to be

"accepted" by Canadians. Sevelal membels indicated that they wished,

instead to discuss and try to find ways of working together as Africans

to try to make things better fol themselves without necessarily

involving the Canadians. The majority was in favol of finding ways to

surwive without help and cooperation fì'om theil hosts.

The discussion then began with exchanging ideas about what they could

do to make life better for themselves. Several suggestions wer.e made

for ways to form different types of support groups. These were

evaluated and members discussed this in order to detelmine which

suggestions to follow and later implement.
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I felt it was desirable for me, being an Af ican student myself, to get

involved in these activities by revealing my feelings and

ex¡reriences, and acting as a participant at times. That is, as an Af ican

student I have gone through similal experiences as the membels of the

gloup, therefore the manner in which I interacted with them held a

difÏerent and special meaning. The communication was at a level that

would have been impossible for someone who had not experienced what

the member,s were going thl'ough to understand.

STAGE 5 - ENDING TTIE GROUP

On the last day of the intervention members had an opportunity

evaluate and clalify the meaning of the whole group experience, and

consolidate the gains they had made.

The gloup cleated an environment in which the members became

aware that there wele othel A-f ican students who wele expeliencing

similar pain. They also realized that talking about it, sharing with

others and looking fol solutions together was a gleat help. All members

had hopes and beliefs that change was possible, even though most still

believed that they wele victims of racism and disclimination. They

believed that these were forces over which they had no control. They

believed that thlough this interwention and sharing theil ploblems

with othels like themselves, they had gained courage and stlength to

direct and turn their lives around while they were in Canada.

to

to
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Membels were asked tn explain what this whole experience meant to

them and their lives in Canada (Appendix 5) and to think about what

they were going to do next. In genelal, the members reported that the

group intelvention had made them realize that they ale not alone in

their problems. They also realized that it is really up to them to do

something in order to make the situation better, and also to pass on

their experience with the gloup to others, particularly the new incoming

Af ican students.

They talked of plans to form their own goups with the help of the

Afi'ican Students Association to continue whele this gloup inter.vention

had left off. This, they believed, would help to create the feeling of

belonging, and also to provide a folum where they could discuss and frnd

solutions to problems which they might face in future while they were

in Canada (See Appendix 3 ).

(ii) TTM HELPER'S BACKGROIIND

This intervention provided very important insight legalding the

plefelence of A-f ican students fol a helper'. As it was indicated earlier

Afi'ican students are usually reluctant to seek help from the present

professional sources on campus. In fact, the members of this group

explessed a prefelence for working with a fellow African if possible,

especially for ploblems which are personal, as opposed to academic in

nature.
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Flom theil experiences with their hosts so far', the members t'eported

that they have lealned that the Canadians view them only as "Black-

A-flicans" with whom they cannot interact. This, in a way, has promoted

the lack of tlust which this group has fol university counselors who

aì'e pledominately white âs was indicated eallier. Tluough this

intervention it became evident, therefore, that suppolt groups with

fellow Afücans can offer an excellent context, in which Aflican students

feel validated and lealn to validate each other in a powerfirl way.

Af ican students can be helped by creation of an interwention which

has a meaning fol them, and by someone they can trust and believe has

theil best interest at heart, and by someone who has heightened

awareness and appreciation of A-fican cultulal beliefs and values - such

as a fellow Afi'ican. Helpels fol' this gloup need to flind ways to

incorporate indigenous soulces of suppolt and African cultural

dimensions into the helping plocess. It is very impor"tant, however, fot

an African who undeltakes the lole of a helper to know and

understand the basic skills and guidelines for folmal counseling and

wolking with gloups. Therefore, it would be very important for

counseling serwice and the ICS on campus to recruit African volunteels

for peer- group interventions. These volunteers could be trained and

taught the basic skills and ethics in helping techniques, and

encoulaged to incorporate these with their cultulal methods of helping.
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CIIAPTER 7

COIINSELING AND GROUP WORK

FROM AN AFRICAN PERSPECTIVES

(D GROUP E)GERIENCE

The purpose of this chapter is to put together and discuss the findings

of this interwention. Specific problems and cultulal changes which confi'ont

the Añ'ican students at the University of Manitoba will be addressed.

Issues such as gender loles, cultulal differences in the way visitors ale

perceived and also the Canadian l'acial prejudices and steleotypes

about Afiicans will be discussed.

Flom this intervention, it was clear that Af ican students bring with them

their own leality ofthe wolld and cultulal values and they get confused

when these ale not followed. One major ploblem for this gl'oup was

communication with Canadians. For example, in Afi'ica it is well known

that a visitor ought to be welcomed. That is, the host has to go out of

his way to welcome and show acceptance fol a visitor. As a result they

expect this sa-e behavior fi'om Canadians when they come to Canada.

However, when they artive, they find themselves uncomfortable, having

to reach out, and not knowing how that will be intelpreted. In some

cases, they report that Canadian students become "friendly" and talk to
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them inside the classroom, but once they leave the classroom, they

would act as if they have never seen them before, which make these

Africans question their own personalit¡r and ability to make fi'iends.

Sometimes when the Canadians "try to be nice", they usually say

something like "I'll call you", while they don't really mean that. The

Afiicans usually tâke this literally , and as a result go home and sit

by the phone. Again they question themselves when the phone does not

ring, thinking that they must have done something which made the

Canadian change his/her mind , while in fact what the Canadian meant

in the first place was just "See you later".

The members believe that thele is a gleat need fol the University

ttu'ough the International Center fol students to set up some kind of

emergency fund fol intelnational students. According to the members,

financial problems constitute the most selious pr.oblem they have to

face. As one member commented:

"Money is a big ploblem for us, the stipends
nevel increase despite the fluctuations in the
cost of living".

Since most of the Afi'ican students' bursaries and scholalships do not

cover families, the membels defined their position as a "catch-22". That

is, they either come to Canada alone, and leave their families (wives

and children ) at home, which makes life even more unbearable because

of loneliness and wony over these family member.s, or they br.ing them

along and share the stipend which is meant for one person with tll'ee,
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and sometimes even four othel' people. \[hichever the case, the

students report that they are not able to fully concentrate on theil

studies because of missing and worr'¡ring about the family who remained

at home in the first case, or fol not being able to feed, provide for

or take cal'e of the family membels because there is not enough money

to go around.

Some members complained of being perceivbd as some kind of

criminal by Canadians, because of their of race ( Black) . One member

reported that Canadians are in fact sometimes r.eluctant even to be

alone with them in a bus - shelter or to sit next to them in a bus. This,

they assumed, results fr'om the way blacks ale generally por.trayed in

the media, and also the fact that most Canadians seem to lack

knowledge and have misconceptions of Africa and A-f icans.

They also reported that they object to being called "blacks", which

seems to be a common plactice with most Canadians, especially when

other gloups are not usually referred to by their skin color but

rathel by their ethnic designation, such as Chinese or German. They

complained that they feel degr aded and that it looks as if they are not

perceived as anything mole than just color.

The analysis and discussion of cultule clashes in Canada, gave rise to

a discussion about the members' changing gender t oles, particulally fol

members when they returrr back to theil own countries, where there is

a large differentiation in gendel loles. Women in the g'oup algued úhat,
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when they retuln home it will be difficult to leturn to their old

tladitional gender roles. Typically, back home, women are expected to

take over household chores when they retuln flom their daily paidjobs.

They report that since they came to Canada the Af ican men have been

very coopelative in sharing the household chores, and they believe this

is because this behavior is acceptable, or even expected in Canada. The

men in the gloup explained that even though they are aware that the

sharing of the household work " is only fair'", when they get home, they

will have their fliends and relatives to contend with - people who might

interpret such a change as turning "Sissy", which would be just as

difficult to cope with, especially since the majority of African men would

not do such jobs.

The members shared other problems and expetiences. For example, all

membels felt they had to l'epeat themselves over and ovel in class,

because fellow students claim that they do not understand theil

African accent. This occured so often that some leported that they have

decided not to participate in class in ordel to avoid the embarrassment.

Most of them actually complained that when they have to speak in

class, they always have to worry about talking "proper'" English. That is ,

English not being their first language, they worly about making

glammatical mistakes, they also worly about the "corlect"

pronunciation and most importantly, they still worry about the

content of what is being presented, like everybody else does, For these
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Aflican students talking in class does not just mean saying the "r'ight

thing" , it really meâns a test on three different items: grâmmar, the

"right accent" and finally, the content.

Also in the classroom they have to adjust even to what might seem

very insignificant to Canadians, that is, the lack of formality between

professors and students. They argue that they spend all their school

days in Añ'ica being told that a student cannot call her/his teachel by

the fu'st name, only to come to Canada and be told that they should

do what they have known all theil lives to be inappropriate.

Sulplisingl¡ they admit that once they get used to this system they

tend to prefel it to the African system where professors tend to have

a superior attitude, which makes them less approachable and thelefole

less helpful to students as compared to Canadian plofessols.

Neveltheless, they argue that the Canadian system takes some

adjustment on the part of these students.

In summary then, it is cleal that there are various ploblems which

con-fi'ont African students at the Univelsity of Manitoba. In ordel fol'

these students to be able to concentrate on theil studies, they first

must deal with these problems which they are facing. However, some

of these ploblems such as gender roles would not just end in

Canada. The misunderstandings wiII continue even aftel they have left

Canada. This implies that the solutions that they come up with have

to be long telm.
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(ii) TIM GROUP'S WORLD \rIEW

This chapter will view and discuss some reasons why Af ican students

go tlu'ough serious adjustment problems, to what we have described as

an unfamilial' Canadian socio-cultural context and why it might be

necessary to implement special ploglams in ordel' to help them cope

while they ale in Canada.

To begin with, it is important to mention that most of these Af ican

students come fi'om communities where thelapy is such that clients

place faith in the autholity of a professional helpels. Thus, these

students genelally would be uncomfortable with apploaches whele they

ale expected to challenge the helper, ol to take a major lesponsibility in

the thelapeutic proglam while the helpel plays a less actìve lole.

These lattel expectations may indeed wolk against the "African

expectation of therapy". Because these Afican students in genelal lack

familiarity with the westeln therapeutic plocess it is not cleal for

them what is expected of them in the therapeutic process. AIso, in

most Aflican societies there is no cleal distinction between physical

and social ot emotional problems. When a person goes to a

healer'/helper he/she usually expects the helper to provide a "r'emedy"

after hearìng about the problem, much as a physician would do.

Consequently, westeln therapies which are built upon western values of

insight may be difficult to implement with these people who do not

shale these values.
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Group therapies, as they ale tradiúionally conceptualized, can be

genelally difficult to implement with these international students fr'om

Africa. As indicated, Afi'icans typically rely on family in times of

haldship, and tuln to outsiders only as a last resort. They usually do

not act as isolated individuals in relation to the outside world

( healels, govelnment officials, schools etc. ). They view themselves as

members of a group, and are responsible to their group for their

behavior, and depend on them for support and social sanction.

Afiican students at the University of Manitoba report that they rarely

seek help flom the University counseìing serwice, and they say this is

because they associate this serwice with selious mental problems. They

believe that it is bettel to be physically ill than to have "mental"

ploblems, and having to face the thLleat of instant deportation.

Thelefole most African students at this University have never been

to the campus counseling serwice. Some even admit that they do not

even know whele it is located. However, they do admit to having had

some adjustment problems at one time ol another'. As was mentioned,

this goup also believes that theil' problems ale unique to them as

Aflicans and therefole Canadian counselols would not be able to

understand theil problems.

Africans, Iike Asians, as seen by Lee (1981), genetally find it difficult

to disclose or discuss personal problems with anyone other than close

family members, therefole personal matters that ale embarrassing or

which cause hurt are not usually discussed with anyone but the family
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members. Openness as a basis fol understanding and "talking out"

problems in thelapy sessions may not be possible to the same extent

as with someone fi'om the westeln cu-Itule. A major leason for this,

as noted, is that verbal confi'ontation is usually interpreted as

aggl'ession. These students are thus unwilling to leceive and give

negative feedback, and ale reluctant to participate in self-disclosure.

They are wary of making personal revelations to others because of a

strong connotation' of shame attached to the exposure of personal

wealmess or of being a failule. In their study with Asian clients, Sue

and Sue (1972) found that if a few members of a group decide to shale

personal information, this was viewed as indiscleet and fi'owned upon

by othel g'oup members. Thus, gleat efforts ale often made to keep

the gloup discussion and process on an impersonal ol social level,

making insight a diffrcult goâ1. Judging by othel similarities between

the Añ'icans and Asians as far as counseling is concerned, it is safe to

assume that Afican students may leact this way in tladitional gloup

sessions. In addition, these Sue and Sue have identified thlee ways in

which Asian students typically react to cultulal conflict in their host

countries, which can also be genelalized to include Aflican students

as well:
1. By lesisting assimilation and adhering to the values and

plactices fi'om their native countries.

2. By trying to become assimilated as soon as possible and
rejecting identification with their own ethnic gloup.

3. By remaining proud oftheil cultut'al and social identification
but suspicious of the values and intention of the people in
the host country.
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Wolfgang (L975), identifies the fourth way, which is:

4. Having pride in one's own cultule but also trying to be
part of the host's cr.¡ltule by lealning as much as possible
fi'om it.

I believe that international students should be encoulaged towalds

this foulth option, which is to appreciate theil own cultulal heritage

and to try to understand the Canadian social stmcture and values.

International students can be seen as "ambassadors" of theil countries

in theil' host countries, who bling with them their own cultulal

heritage. Theil plesence in theil host countries provides the opportunity

for shaling the cr¡ltulal wealth of the world's people as they come

together in a classroom or commrmity. Thus, their role is not only to

learn about their host countries, but they can also be helpful by

teaching and exposing Canadians to theil own cultules which they

have blought with them, and as a result making the campuses lichel

in knowledge. They can do this only if they appreciate theil own

cultulal helitage and ale also eagel to learn that of their host country.

In my view, this is what cross cultulal experience and lealning is all

about.
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CIIAPTER B

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The pru'pose of this chapter is first, to discuss lecommendations for

helping Af ican students àt the University of Manitoba, based on the

flrndings of this intelvention and suggestions made by the members.

Secondly, the conclusions which have been made regarding the

adjustment and other problems faced by this gloup will be discussed.

Finally, the observations and personal learning which wele provided by

the intervention experience for the wolkel will be plesented.

(i) RECOMMENDATIONS

The aim of this interwention, was to help African students to adjust in

their host country by (1) identifying the ploblems which they encounter

in Canada which interfele with their academic and learning process;

and then by (2) finding the ways and means of dealing and overcoming

these ploblems.

The University officials have a tendency to cluster all intelnational

students under one homogeneous group. Howevet', as we have seen

from this interwention, Afican students need special and diffelent help

fi'om what is plesently being offeled by the Univelsity counseling
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ser"vice and the ICS, in order to adjust in Canada. The question then

is, do African students experience special problems in Canada, to

war:r'ant special progr'âms cleated just for them? The ans\üer is

emphatically "yes". As we have seen, this gl'oup experiences differrent

kinds of problems because, compared with othel international students,

their cultural beliefs, values and way of life al'e fi-¡r'thel removed fi'om

those of Canadians.

From the group sessions, it was evident that:

(a) The expelience of being able to sit down and discuss
common ploblems with, and provide pelsonal and social
support to fellow Añicans who have had ol still experiencing
similar problems, tulned out to be of gleatest help, and
should be continued.

(b) The members who attended the orientation plogl'am
plovided by ICS, felt that it was helpful in introducing
them to some University progr'ams, but they also felt that
the proglam was too short.

In oldel' to help this group, thelefore, some gl'oup programs olganized

by the Intelnational Center fol Students (ICS), and Añ'ican Students

Association aimed specifically for them and nrn by a fellow Af ican can

be a big help, especially fol newly arrived students \ ho ate usually

mole confused. Some selvices usually provided to international students

during orientation programs can be extended beyond this peliod. ICS

can also plan plograms that are aimed at increasing tolerance and

attitudinal acceptance of Afi'ican students. For example, educational

plograms might be established which will target the stereotypical image
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held by Canadian students about Africans, ol ICS might also have a

multicultulal awaleness weeþ in which students can be exposed to the

cultural traditions of various racial and ethnic groups on campus

where the goal would be to understand and appleciate racial and

cultulal differences.

In addition, the Aflican Students Association can be very instnrmental

by providing "cultural therapy", based on their experiences, to new

fellow African students during this period. Also we have seen fi'om

CBIE studies that international students perceive olientation progt'ams

to be invaluable to them, and that they believe that thele is room to

make them even better by making them mole lelevant (CBIE 1989). At

the Univelsity of Manitoba this can be achieved by involving the leaders

of different international students' associations on campus. In this

manner', international students will be somewhat involved in the

planning and development of the proglams. This I believe would laise

the chances of the effectiveness of these proglams. It will ensure that

the people fol whom these ploglams are intended are involved in their

development, and hence know about their existence.

As we have shown, some of the group members claimed that they had

nevel been to ol even heard of the University counseling serwice on

campus, a serwice which is meânt to assist all students. This indicates

that thele is a need to advertise this selwice and also to make it
mole lelevant to international students, palticulally those who come

from the "developing counh'ies" , whose life - styles and cultures ale
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vely different flom the Canadians' , and therefore these students

ale expected to expelience more cultule shock when they come to

Canada. Very few counselors, if any, have some experience living in a

foleign country. Flom this interwention, we realize that, there is a need

for special training in helping international students. Also, from this

intervention it, was evident that this gloup preferred someone with

whom they could identify. Therefore it may be necessary to have a

fellow African student (or at least an internaúional student ), who

knows first - hand what these students ale going through, to be the

one who helps them.

Canadians also need to be educated about Afi'ica and Africans . The

Afi'ican students who plesently live in Canada have the opportunity,

and as a t'esult are obligated to "set the lecord straight" and remove

the misconceptions which Canadians seem to harbor about Aficans. For

example, they can wlite about theil cultu-r'e and experiences in the

students' paper ( Manitoban), in order to share these with the Univelsity

community.

And finally, Iong telm projects can involve progïams that aim at

gleater involvement of Afücan students with the wider society thlough

cross cultulal contact. This must be encoulaged as a way of addlessing

some of the problems of lacial intolerance and any misunderstandings

on the palt of Canadians.
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( ii) CONCLUSION

As Pedersen (1991) has noted, plofessional literatuÌ'e on international

students is confused and divided. There is even disagleement on why

international students come overseas to study in the first place. For'

example, Pedelsen (1975) believes that they are the "cleam of the

crop", the best students who only come because the proglams they

have come for are not offered at home. Other writers, for example

Klineberg (1982), contend that the students who come to study abroad

are the ones who could not get placement in their home Universities,

because they arr not very bright. These latter writers therefore deny the

claim that lowel academic pelformance which is sometimes shown by

these students when they come to Canada could be due to the adjustment

ploblems which they face when they come to live in theil host country.

Most researchels do not make a distinction between the diffelent

gloups of international students. However, as we have shown, thele

ale diffelences between Afican students and those from Eulope, for'

example, in the way they intelact and evidently adjust to Canadian

society. Although Klineberg's claim may be valid for international

students fi'om other continents, I feel that his genetalization is not

fair. Fol' example, it is a fact that most Af ican students who come to

study abroad fit Pedelsen's description above.

This confusion, as r¡ve have noted, is paltly due to the fact that

international students' ( especially AÊ'ican students ) ploblems in their'
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host countlies are usually analyzed fr'om pelspectives other than those

of international students themselves. This is one leason why the

present interwention provided very important insight regarding social

and cultural adjustment for African students. That is, since the

intervention was conducted by an A-f ican fol fellow Africans, there

were no communication ploblems or other ploblems which ale typically

characteristic of closs - cuìtulal counseling where the client and the

thelapist ale of different nationalities.

It was evident fr'om this interwention that Afican students represent a

significant challenge to the ICS and counseling service at the

University of Manitoba. The following were the conclusions which were

dlawn fr'om this interwention:

- Afiican students ale confi'onted by adjustment and social
problems at the Univelsity of Manitoba and these problems
last fol their entile study peliod.

-This gloup does not feel that they can be helped by the
professional sources fr'om the University counseling serwice
because they view their problems as different.

- There is thel'efore a need for new stlategies and techniques
for helping Añ'ican students ovelcome their problems while
they are in Canada.

-Peel counseling is therefore recommended for this gloup.

-With the help of the ICS and the counseling serwice, African
student volunteers should be tlained with speciñc
intervention strategies which are consistent with their cultulal
and life ex¡reliences.

-The Añ'ican Students Association will be a valuable l'esource
fol volulteels.
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( iii) OBSERVATION AND LEAß,NING
EXPERIENCE FOR THE WORKER

This intervention plovided me a chance to get to know and share

personal conceÌ'ns with fellow A-f ican students. It also plovided a

challenge for me as a social work student to make su'e that they get

the special and relevant help which they so much need even afler this

interwention has terminated. I realize that even though as a worker, I

could do little to replace the loss of homes and families, thele was

still a lot to do in order to change the situation in which they are

presently living and studying, thelefore the worker and the members

wolked togethel to seal'ch for meaning in theil plesent difficulties, and

to clarify personal values and goals. This interwention offered a safe

envilonment in which members wele, fol the ñr'st time, honest with

themselves and were able to get in touch with theil deep pain and

feelings of loneliness.

Thlough this intervention the individual gloup members were able to

realize that they wele not alone any mole, and to deal with their'

loneliness and isolation. The gloup created an environment in which they

became awale that there al'e other Añ'icans who are experiencing

similal pain. They also realized that talking about it, sharing with

others, and looking fol solutions together may be a gleat help. This

discovery has been the main positive outcome of this intervention. The

gloup, therefole, decided to continue similar gloup discussions under

the "hospice" of the Afican Students Association.
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The intelvention made it possible fol me to realize that African

students at the University of Manitoba ale a group of people with

special needs, and that thele have to be some changes or additions to

the usual serwices provided by ICS and the counseling serwice.

The expelience has also given me an opportunity to examine or test

cultulally appropriate methods of intervention for A-flican students. It
helped me to broaden my understanding of intervention beyond

narrowly defined methods and content.

I lealned thlough this interwention that different populations need and

lespond to divelse styles of intervention, and that A-ficans, because of

theil' cultulal values and the way they perceive formal help, may

respond bettel' to less formal means of intelention. In fact, the informal

interaction that took place between the gloup leadel and the members

contl'ibuted gr eatly to the success of this intervention.

Being an African myself, I had gone tlu'ough similal experiences to

those of this group. The manner in which I interacted with the

membels held a unique and special meaning. The lack of conflict

typically associated with the transition stage (Stage 3) of the group

process, which was obseled with this gloup, fol example, can be

explained in cultulal terms. As I indicated earlier, "help" in an Af ican

context, has an integlative function not found in western approaches,

that is, thele is less focus on "I" with Añ'icans. Thele is more of an

ethic of sharing and co-operation, âs opposed to competitive practices,
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values the gloup and individual goals and objectives became so

intertwined that it was difficult to separate them.

These obserwafions indicate that in the absence of their "real families",

the members in a group context, to some extent, substitute for these

families. I believe, therefore that Af ican students can be helped more

effectively by a fellow Af ican; someone who has similar ex¡reliences

and knows the cultulally sanctioned and accepted beliefs and values, who

will therefore bettel undelstand and appreciate the ploblems this gloup

is facing in Canada.

Literature on the subject of A-fican students and their lives in theil

host country wâs vely limited. Thelefol'e this interwention was a

challenge fol the worker. Through this intervention I lealned that

members of the group, who are Af icans by otigin, feel that they ale

being discriminated against by theil Canadian hosts, main-ly because these

Af icans are black and different, and this is the leason why they feel

they could not fully trust the Univelsity counselols who ale

predominantly white. Finally, this was the first opportunity fol me and

for the group membels to ex¡rless and talk fi'eely about our feelings,

experiences and oul lives in Manitoba. I found that it would be very

important to design a plogram that is cultulally appropliate for this

group. This I believed could be done by involving the Aficans, and by

making them help each other through peel'- gloup intervention.
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APPENDD( 1

Nov. 24, 1992,

Dear Student,

I am an African gladuate student at the University of Manitoba, presently

working towards my master's degree in social wolk. For my practicum

(thesis), I am examining and helping African students at the University of

¡vtanitoba towalds healthy social and cultulal adjustment.

My objective is to create a gÏoup inter-vention which will sel've as an "anchor"

against loneliness, commurication problems, prejudice, and othel problems

faced by Afi'ican students. The overall goal is to develop and implement a

group interwention to assist these students in developing an incleased

awal'eness of some problems faced by Af ican students at this Universit¡ and

to provide them with the opportunity to realize tools to better cope with life

while they ale hele.

The group sessions will be held twice a week and wili take about two (2)

hou's each. They will begin in mid- December, after the exam- peliod, and

will continue into 1993 for a total of six (6) weeks.

lf you ale intelested in this gloup plocess and are willing to palticipate,

please retuln the portion below to me at the ICS as soon as possible. I will

then contact you to inform you mole about the gloup.

Thank you vely much,

Sincerely,

Liako Tseki

P/S Please lespond befole Dec. 07,'92
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Please retuln this portion:

Name:

Phone Number:

Length of time in Manitoba:

Yeal and Field of Stud¡r
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African Studente Aesociation
Roon 537 Universíty Centre
Uníversity of Manitoba

November 22 LgS2

Dear Student

The African Students Association would like to take this
opportunity to encourage students to participate in the proposed
regearch project of Liako Tseki- Liako's research will be used
by the association to create orientation ProÉrammin€ for incoming
African students in 1993- tr'or our Progran:ning to address
pertinent issues of adjustment' we need to have an exchange
of ideae and experiences from ael many of us as possible- We are
hopeful that your active participation in the preaent res,earch
will help facilitate that process.

Sincerel-y,

Blessing Rugara
Vice-President A-S-A
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A?PENDD( 3

IDENTIFIED PROBLEMS

l.Climate

2.Cultural diffelences

S.Financial

4. Academic

5. Social

6.Racial Intolerance

T.Govelnment

8. Communication
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PERSONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM

l.Sex:- Female Male

2.Graduate: Undergladuate-
3.Home Country.

No. of years in Canada-
S.Married-Single-
6.Spouse in Canada? Yes No

7.How often in the last week have you felt lonesome?

Quite often-I 2 3-4-5 Not at all

8. Have thele been times befole the last week when you felt lonesome?

Quite often-l-z-3. 4 5 Not at all

9. How satisfied ale you with youl life situation in general?

Very dissatisfied-l-z 3-4-5 Very satisfied

10. How satisfied are you with the pelsonal support you receive?

Very dissatisfied I 2. 3_4_5 Very satisfied

Comments (optional)

11. If, to some extent, you are dissatisfied with youl support system, Why?
You may check as many of the following as apply to you.

Not enough people to relate to
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My supporters are too similat', and there are some type of support they
can't provide.

_I don't meet with my supporters ofben enough.

Though my supporters are sometimes helpfi-rl, they sometimes cause

difficulties as well. (explain

-Others 

(please speciry)

12. Ifyou ale dissatisfied with your support system, do you believe that you can

make it better?

Not possible_l _2_3 _4 _5 Possible

13. If you believe item 12 above is possible, what do you think you could do to

improve situation?

14. Do you think you feel Ieft out in a lot of things because you are an Af ican?

(Please commen
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EVALUATION OF THE GROUP E)(PERIENCE

Please answer the following questions on the gloup intervention you

have just participated in. please try to answer all questiotts honestly.

Your comments and suggestions will also be greatly appreciated.

1. What general effect, if an¡ has your $'oup experience had on youl life?

2. What wele the highlights of the gloup expelience for you? What were some

of its most meaningful aspects?

3. What were some specific things that you became aware of about your'

beliefs, values, attitudes, and relationships with Canadians?

4. What ale some changes you've made (or plan to make) in youl life while

you'r'e in Canada that you can attlibute at least partially to youl g'oup

experience?

5. What ale some of the problems do you anticipate to encountel on leaving the

group and following upon youl decision to make some change?

6. What questions have you asked youlself since the gloup? \üele these

questions left unanswered by the gr oup?

7. Did the gloup experience have any negative effects on you? If yes, please

explain.

8. Have you become more aware since the end ofthe gloup of the palt you

played in the gtoup plocess?
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9. Ifa close f iend wele to ask you to tell in a sentence or two what the gloup

meant to you, how would you respond?

10. What ale some othel questions you think we should ask in oldel' tn get a

complete picture of the meaning the gloup had fol you? Do you have

anything else to say about youl experience dul'ing the gloup?
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APPENDD(6

March 10th, 1993

CONFIDE\T'TIALITY AGREEMENT

The purpose of this plogram is to develop awareness of ploblems faced by

African students at the University of Manitoba, thlough sharing of the

membels' ex¡reriences with other A-fücans.

This ploglam is stlictlv con-fidential. This means that the information and

the video tapes should, and will not be shaled ol leleased to anyone other

than my supelvisor', and should not be used fol pulposes other than this

placticum.

Liako Tseki


